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Peace Appeal: TPRF Raises $167,054 for Peace Initiatives

Thanks to the generosity of 806 donors, The Prem Rawat Foundation (TPRF) recently raised more
than US$167,054, including $47,000 in matching funds, for its peace initiatives around the world.
The total far exceeded the original goal of raising $100,000, indicating immense enthusiasm for the
charity’s mission of helping build a world at peace, one person at a time.
“I send my heartfelt thanks to every single person who has donated to the Peace for People
Appeal and to the hundreds of volunteers from around the globe who are directly responsible for
helping the foundation achieve so much year after year,” says Daya Rawat, who volunteers as
president of TPRF.
During the three week Peace for People Appeal fundraising drive, which concluded July 1, TPRF
released four new videos highlighting how the money will be used to advance TPRF Founder Prem
Rawat’s message of peace through live forums, the Peace Education Program, television
broadcasts, and other projects.
Watch the series of new videos here:
https://youtu.be/p6LelmWA2Gs
This slide show and video features highlights from some of Prem Rawat's live events in 2014.
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https://youtu.be/0Namu5AIGm8
This video showcases how the Peace Education Program is impacting inmates at the Zonderwater
Prison in South Africa.

https://youtu.be/D7Brh_R6yh8
This is an example of one of TPRF's pilot TV broadcasts, featuring a discussion about peace
between Prem Rawat and Mr. Gee, a poet and broadcaster in the United Kingdom.

https://youtu.be/AirQ85baz84
This video highlights the impact of the Peace Education Program in Soweto, South Africa and
features footage from a recent graduation ceremony.
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